Washington State Data Disclaimer

Data Access and Use Constraints

Washington's Public Records Disclosure Act (RCW 42.56) was adopted by initiative of the people in 1972 to open government records to the public. The Washington State Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) believes in the importance of the public’s right to know about its operations and activities. This data should not be construed, expressed or implied, as legal advice or legal opinion on any specific facts or circumstances. OCIO discloses this data “as is” without any warranty, and OCIO expressly disclaims all expressed or implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular use. It should be noted that all data created by the state, using government funds, is in the public domain but commercial use and licensing of state data is prohibited.

In many cases, source data is obtained from multiple organizations and every effort has been made to ensure that the data represented is accurate. However, no guarantee can be made regarding the accuracy, reliability, or timeliness of the data. It is advisable that you review all metadata and contact specific contributors directly to find out about any specific data use constraints.

By accessing and using this data, the user agrees to indemnify, hold harmless from any claim or demand directed at the OCIO, removing the OCIO from any claim, losses, liabilities, and cost and expense of defense, directly or indirectly made by any third party that arises in connection with use of this data. In no event shall the OCIO be liable to any user or any other person, organization, business, or website, for any loss of measurable or immeasurable economic or personal value due to the presence of this database or the use of its data.